
INNOVATIVE CONSUMER LOYALTY PROGRAM FOR LARGE REGIONAL BANK YIELDS 67% 
RESPONSE RATE

COMPANY PROFILE

TYPE Public
SECTOR Financial Services
REVENUES USD $14B+
MARKETS Regional
PRODUCT Loyalty Program

CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE MAKES BRANDS 
SMARTER, FASTER, BIGGER
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BUSINESS CASE
Large regional banking franchise with 
nearly 3,000 branches decided to create 
a loyalty program for high-net worth 
clientele.  The bank enlisted Kennedy 
Consultants to help build their loyalty 
program using the lowest spend possible. 

STRATEGIC SOLUTION
• Customer and brand experience 

research gave insight into perception 
of bank and service quality.

• A focused program was developed 
using client’s parameters for budget 
and implementation a focused 
program.

• The loyalty measurement programs 
tied to business objectives enabled 
ongoing evaluation and optimization. 

TOOLS
• Research
• Competitive Analysis 
• Brand Messaging

RESULTS
Market research identified several service 
related subjects to address and query 
with a focus customer group.   Based 
on this analysis Kennedy Consultants 
designed a comprehensive direct mail 
program to determine service preferences 
and features desired by a high net-worth 
audience.  Loyalty rewards ranged 
from high cost giveaways to letters 
hand signed by VPs.  The pilot program 
was very well received and rolled out 
company wide. The analytics showed 
exactly how to talk to these customers 
and what incentives moved them to 
action and the client was very satisfied 
with a staggering 67% response rate and 
8% improvement in retention.

For more information, please visit kennedy-consultants.com or call 513.381.4900

For more than 25 years Kennedy Consultants has bee a strategy and design firm offering expertise in retail brand direction, product revitalization, and 
packaging design services from concept to market.  “Creative Intelligence” describes our quantitative and qualitative analytical tools designed to facilitate 
packaging design for new concepts or re-images of existing products and services. Our process enables clients to fortify their existing brand building 
functions with unique insight and core competencies that deliver value and accountability to the brand management and package development functions.


